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The Greenstorm Global Photography Award 2023, an exciting international competition, is proudly organized by the

prestigious G20 Global Land Initiative in collaboration with the esteemed Greenstorm Foundation, both based in the

picturesque city of Kochi, India. This annual competition has garnered worldwide acclaim and is open to

photography enthusiasts of all backgrounds and skill levels. The focal point of this year’s competition revolves

around the captivating theme of "Beautiful Landscapes," inviting participants to capture the splendor of our planet’s

diverse environments. With two distinct categories catering to DSLR/Mirrorless camera users and

mobile/smartphone photographers, entrants have the opportunity to showcase their talents and share their unique

perspectives on the natural world.

The heart of the Greenstorm Global Photography Award 2023 beats to the rhythm of environmental conservation

and the celebration of our planet’s stunning landscapes. As photographers explore and immortalize the beauty of

towering mountains, resilient deserts, graceful water bodies, vibrant forests, and expansive plains, they contribute

to a visual testament of the interconnectedness of all living beings with the environment. This competition

underscores the urgent call to action for the protection of these magnificent terrains. "Beautiful Landscapes" serves

as a poignant reminder of our responsibility to safeguard our planet’s natural heritage and underscores the pivotal

role we all play in preserving the delicate balance of our ecosystems. 

Participating in the Greenstorm Global Photography Award 2023 not only offers the chance to win substantial cash

prizes but also presents a unique opportunity to be part of a global movement for environmental conservation. As

entrants share their visions of "Beautiful Landscapes," they join a vibrant community of photographers and nature

enthusiasts dedicated to making a positive impact on the planet. This competition stands as a testament to the

power of visual storytelling in advocating for environmental stewardship.

There is no entry fee.

Eligibility

Open to anyone worldwide.

https://graphiccompetitions.com/photography
https://graphiccompetitions.com/


Prize

In Category 1 (DSLR/Mirrorless cameras), the prizes include USD 10,000 for the 1st place, USD 5,000 for the 2nd

place, USD 3,000 for the 3rd place, and three special mentions with USD 1,000 each. In Category 2

(Mobile/smartphone cameras), the prizes are USD 3,000 for the 1st place, USD 2,000 for the 2nd place, and USD

1,000 for the 3rd place. There are also special prizes worth USD 3,000 dedicated to student participants in both

camera categories.
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